
BAKERY
HOT 
CORNER
Elevating
Sandwiches 
to Culinary Art

Remarkable expansion of taste and creativity www.stohos-foods.gr2023

Discover a realm of culinary finesse with our handpicked 
ingredient collection, thoughtfully curated to redefine the 
essence of flavor creation. From artisanal breads that embody 
tradition to a diverse array of fillings transcending boundaries, 
our offerings orchestrate a symphony of tastes for the most 
discerning palates.



Α SANDWICH
COLLECTION
ΤΗΑΤ SUITS YOU

TO MASTER ALL
STYLES OF SERVICE

As groovy as a sandwich tune,
As funky as your flavor harmony,
and more adaptable than a chef's wild spree!

Whether it’s delivery, take away or eat in
our products are ideal to be served quickly and
create your own signature sandwiches effectively.

Doesn’t matter if you run a small snack store
or a big restaurant! For any appliance you use
we got you covered, delivering quality and taste
every time without risk.

TO USE ANY TOOL
YOU WANT

Where the vibes of trends
and the groove of quality collide,
you get a memorable customer experience!

We provide concept direction for you to innovate
and rise above competition! Our products 

pave the way for new trends to emerge!

TO IMAGINE & CREATE
ON YOUR OWN

TO BE FLEXIBLE
IN ANY SITUATION

If you and your coworkers are new to the
pressure of a professional kitchen, our homestyle

products will give you wings to fly, safer and easier!

TO ADAPT TO
YOUR PERSONNEL
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Frozen products are safer to manage,
need less work to be prepared, and 

produce high profit without wastage.



Calling All Bakers:
Be Bold and Innovative

Bakers, it's your time to 
shine. New trends call
for audacious innovation.
Break free from 
tradition, infuse your craft 
with creativity, and offer a 
unique twist on any 
culinary tradition. Stand 
out in the market by 
delivering exceptional 
concepts.

Where the vibes of trends
and the groove of quality collide,
you get a memorable customer
experience!

MAKE IT HOT, LIKE A PRO

EQUIPPING YOU
WITH SMOOTH 
COMBINATIONS INNOVATIVE

BE BOLD &

Rustic Fusion Bread:
Where Tradition|
Meets Innovation

Experience juicy rich
flavors in every bite.
Filled Fusion Bread 
combines tradition
with innovation. 
Bakers, unleash your 
creativity and offer
unforgettable taste
with a twist. Elevate
your offerings and
provide an unforgettable 
culinary experience!

Experience the
Excellence

Savor the essence of sandwich 
with yummy combinations. 
Serve a sensory feast that 
captures street food vibrant 
flavors in every bite.
Elevate  your bakery's offerings
and  provide an authentic and 
premium culinary experience.



GRILLED
PORK GYROS

GRILLED
DONER KEBAB

GRILLED
RUSTIC
BURGERS

“VOMVIDIA”

GRILLED
MAMADAKIA

GRILLED
CHICKEN GYROS

FRIED HOMESTYLE
BREADED CHICKEN

“STICKS”

FRIED GOLDEN
BREADED CHICKEN
FILLET STRIPS

FRIED HOMESTYLE
BREADED CHICKEN
FILLET BITES

FRIED SESAME
BREADED CHICKEN

STICKS

FRIED HOMESTYLE
BREADED CHICKEN
FILLET STRIPS

FRIED GOLDEN
BREADED CHICKEN
FILLET BITES

Savor the essence of
           Street Food Culture!
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LIKE & FOLLOW US

stohos.foods
@stohosfoods

We Show
the Way!

SCAN HERE

DOWNLOAD
YOUR OWN
MANUAL


